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Photon upconversion via triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) has promise for overcoming the 

Shockley–Queisser limit for single-junction solar cells by allowing the utilization of sub-bandgap 

photons. Recently, bulk perovskites have been employed as sensitizers in solid-state upconversion 

devices to circumvent poor exciton diffusion in previous nanocrystal-sensitized devices. However, 

an in-depth understanding of the underlying photophysics of perovskite-sensitized triplet 

generation is still lacking due to the difficulty of precisely controlling interfacial properties of fully 

solution-processed devices. In this study, interfacial properties of upconversion devices are 

adjusted by a mild surface solvent treatment, specifically altering perovskite surface properties 

without perturbing the bulk perovskite. Thermal evaporation of the annihilator precludes further 

solvent contamination. Counterintuitively, devices with more interfacial traps show brighter 

upconversion. Approximately an order of magnitude difference in upconversion brightness is 

observed across different interfacial solvent treatments. Sequential charge transfer and interfacial 

trap-assisted triplet sensitization are demonstrated by comparing upconversion performance, 

transient photoluminescence dynamics, and magnetic field dependence of the devices. Incomplete 

triplet conversion from transferred charges and consequent triplet-charge annihilation (TCA) are 

also observed. Our observations highlight the importance of interfacial control and provide 

guidance for further design and optimization of upconversion devices using perovskites or other 

semiconductors as sensitizers. 

 

Photon upconversion describes a process that converts two or more low-energy photons 

into a single high-energy photon. By allowing the collection of sub-bandgap photons, upconversion 

shows promise for overcoming the Shockley–Queisser limit for single-junction solar cells and for 
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replacing costly infrared photodetectors with inexpensive upconversion-sensitized silicon 

photodetectors.[1–4] Compared to other upconversion processes including multiphoton absorption in 

lanthanide nanoparticles and sum-frequency generation in nonlinear crystals, triplet-triplet 

annihilation based upconversion (TTA-UC) is particularly suitable for solar applications due to the 

advantage of efficient conversion at low photon fluxes.[5–8] In a TTA-UC device, a sensitizer is 

employed as the absorber and the spin-mixer to convert the optically excited singlet exciton to the 

triplet state of the annihilator. Recombination of two triplet states on adjacent annihilator molecules 

then generates a higher-lying emissive singlet state to achieve upconversion.  

Previous nanocrystal (NC)-sensitized solid-state TTA-UC devices suffer from poor exciton 

diffusion in the sensitizer layer, which limits the sensitizer thickness to only one to two 

monolayers.[9,10] The resulting low device absorption and high upconversion threshold preclude their 

potential utility for solar applications. The recent discovery of bulk perovskites as an alternative 

triplet sensitizer in solid-state near-infrared to visible upconversion devices provides a new path to 

circumvent the issue of poor exciton diffusion.[11,12] The combination of high absorption cross 

section,[13] long carrier lifetimes,[14,15] and bandgap tunability of bulk perovskites[16] render them 

more suitable candidates for solid-state upconversion compared to nanocrystals. Despite the 

growing research interest in perovskite-sensitized upconversion devices, the underlying 

photophysics of perovskite-sensitized triplet generation and subsequent TTA-upconversion still 

remain highly underexplored. Unlike quantum-confined excitons in NCs, photogenerated excitons in 

a bulk perovskite will rapidly dissociate into free electrons and holes within picoseconds.[17] An in-

depth understanding of charge injection into the triplet state of the annihilator at the perovskite-

annihilator interface is of utmost importance for guiding perovskite-sensitized upconversion device 
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optimization and future device design with other bulk semiconductors.  

To date, all reported bulk perovskite-sensitized TTA-UC devices are fully solution-processed 

by either spin-coating the organic annihilator layer onto the perovskites or directly incorporating the 

annihilator into the anti-solvent,[11,12,18–21] which poses an obstacle to unravelling the detailed 

photophysics of perovskite-sensitized upconversion. Perovskites are notoriously sensitive to solvent 

exposure and fabrication conditions. The additional spin-coating process can perturb both the 

perovskite properties and the packing morphology of the annihilator molecules, consequently 

affecting charge injection and triplet sensitization at the interface.[20,22] Directly incorporating the 

annihilator into the anti-solvent may also impact perovskite crystallization and formation during the 

annealing step. Varying the fabrication conditions of perovskites to test their effects on 

upconversion is complicated because this simultaneously varies multiple parameters in perovskites, 

thus making it difficult to disentangle the contributing factors in the photophysics. For example, 

changing the thickness of bulk perovskites is typically accompanied by changes in grain size, surface 

morphology, and phase purity.[23,24] 

In this work, we investigate the effects of interfacial properties on perovskite-sensitized 

upconversion and provide evidence of interfacial trap-assisted triplet sensitization. To overcome the 

above-mentioned difficulties, we replace spin-coating with thermal evaporation to fabricate the 

annihilator layer and adopt a surface treatment strategy that selectively alters the interfacial 

properties of perovskites without perturbing the bulk. This mild solvent treatment modifies surface 

trap densities of the perovskites. Counterintuitively, steady-state photoluminescence measurements 

reveal a positive correlation between interfacial trap densities and upconversion efficiencies in 

perovskite-sensitized upconversion devices. Brighter upconversion observed in devices with more 
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interfacial traps suggests interfacial trap-assisted triplet generation. These observations highlight the 

importance of controlling interfacial properties in device optimization and inform future design of 

solid-state perovskite-sensitized upconversion devices. 

The solid-state upconversion devices in this study are fabricated as bilayer devices consisting 

of a MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 film and a subsequent layer of rubrene doped with 1% 

dibenzotetraphenylperiflanthene (DBP), as shown in Figure 1a. The absorption (solid lines) and 

emission (dashed lines) spectra of the perovskite and the upconversion device are shown in Figure 

1b with a picture of the upconversion device in the inset. The band diagrams of MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 

perovskite and rubrene are shown in Figure 1c. This band alignment favors hole transport from the 

valence band maximum (VBM) of the perovskite to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

of rubrene.[25,26] Direct electron transport from the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the 

perovskite to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of rubrene is energetically disallowed 

due to a ~1 eV energy offset.[25] Previous reports on perovskite/rubrene upconversion devices have 

confirmed triplet sensitization at the perovskite/rubrene interface and suggest sequential charge 

transfer as a possible mechanism for triplet sensitization.[11,12,20,21] However, understanding of charge 

injection and triplet sensitization at the interface of perovskite-sensitized upconversion devices is 

still limited due to the difficulty of selectively controlling interfacial properties. 

To gain better control at the perovskite interface and investigate its effects on triplet 

sensitization and upconversion, we adopt a mild surface treatment strategy that selectively modifies 

the interfacial properties of perovskites without affecting properties of the bulk. The perovskites are 

fabricated and treated with either isopropyl alcohol (IPA) or toluene for 30 s in a nitrogen-filled 
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glovebox with O2 and H2O concentrations below 0.1 ppm. For device fabrication, rubrene with 1% 

DBP is then thermally evaporated onto the perovskites to preclude further solvent influences.  

The PL spectra (Figure 2a) and lifetimes (Figure 2b) of perovskites with and without solvent 

treatments are identical, indicating that the applied solvent treatments are mild enough to maintain 

perovskite bulk properties. To further examine the solvent treatment effects, we characterize the 

perovskites with surface-sensitive techniques, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), grazing 

incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). No obvious 

differences are observed between the SEM images of as-prepared and toluene-treated perovskites 

(Figure 2c and 2e). In contrast, IPA treatment creates visible pinholes on the surface of perovskite, as 

pointed with red arrows in Figure 2d. The XRD pattern of IPA-treated perovskites reveals an 

additional set of low-intensity peaks (marked with # and yellow lines in Figures 2f and 2g) that are 

consistent with reported peaks of PbI2, confirming the formation of trace PbI2.
[27,28] The presence of 

metallic Pb0 on the surface of perovskites is also demonstrated by XPS, with a lower Pb0 content in 

the toluene-treated perovskites than in the IPA-treated perovskites, as shown in Figure 2h. The 

surface characterization differences among these perovskites can be explained by the solubility of 

perovskites in the applied solvents. IPA can effectively dissolve formamidinium iodide (FAI) and 

methylammonium iodide (MAI) due to its high polarity and ability to form hydrogen bonding, 

whereas toluene is frequently used as an anti-solvent for perovskites and shows very low solubility 

towards these organic halide precursors. To test the solubility of perovskites, we place perovskites in 

IPA-d8 or toluene-d8 overnight and measure 1H NMR spectra of the resulting solutions. As shown in 

Figure 2i, the 1H NMR spectrum of the perovskite in IPA-d8 reveals dissolution of organic halides 

from the perovskite. Because of hydrogen bonding between IPA-d8 and organic halides in perovskite, 
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small chemical shifts in the NMR peaks are observed when compared to the spectra of saturated 

MAI and FAI solutions. In contrast, no detectable NMR signals of MAI or FAI are observed from 

perovskite in toluene-d8 (Figure S1). Hence, the IPA-treatment for 30 s mildly removes trace organic 

halides from the perovskite, creating iodide vacancies, residual PbI2, and visible pinholes on the 

surface, as proven by SEM and XRD measurements. In contrast to IPA, which creates more iodide 

vacancies on the perovskite, toluene can remove trace residual solvent from the perovskite that is 

left after the initial annealing of the perovskite fabrication process and reduce surface traps. The 

iodide vacancies are able to trap photogenerated electrons and induce disproportionation of Pb2+ to 

generate metallic Pb0.[29,30] Therefore, the Pb0 content measured by XPS indicates the relative surface 

trap densities in the as-prepared and solvent-treated perovskites. 

To characterize the effect of this surface treatment on upconversion, we thermally 

evaporate rubrene:1%DBP onto the as-prepared and solvent-treated perovskites and compare the 

upconversion performance of these devices. We first compare their upconversion efficiencies using 

the integrating sphere measurement techniques proposed by de Mello et al.[31] The external 

quantum efficiency (EQE) of an upconversion device is the ratio of the number of upconverted 

photons to the number of low-energy incident photons and can be written as  

           

    

 
                

where Abs is the absorption of the device at 785 nm excitation,     is the efficiency of triplet 

transfer from the perovskite to the rubrene:1%DBP layer,      is the TTA efficiency, and     is the 

PLQY of rubrene:1%DBP, which is measured to be     % at 450 nm. The upconversion efficiency 
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    is defined as the fraction of absorbed photons that result in singlet excitons in the annihilator, 

represented as  

     
   

       
              

from equation (1), with the factor of two scaling the maximum of     to 100%.[5] The upconversion 

efficiencies of our devices are summarized in Table 1. Interestingly, the upconversion efficiencies 

exhibit excitation power dependency even at moderate excitation powers due to the bulk 

semiconductor nature of the perovskites. The upconverted PL brightness of three devices at selected 

excitation power are shown in Figure 3a. Although the relative ratio of upconverted PL varies with 

excitation power, the IPA treatment improves upconversion brightness compared to the control 

device, while the toluene treatment reduces the upconversion brightness.  

In addition to upconversion efficiency, the threshold intensity is another important factor for 

potential practical applications of TTA-UC. The upconverted PL in a TTA-based upconversion device 

has a unique dependence on the excitation intensity due to the competition between bimolecular 

TTA and first-order nonradiative triplet loss. The transition point represents the threshold intensity 

at which TTA is efficient enough to dominate over triplet loss in the upconversion devices. The 

excitation intensity dependence of upconverted PL in our devices is depicted in Figure 3b, with the 

threshold intensities determined to be 61.0 mW/cm2, 123.8 mW/cm2, and 303.5 mW/cm2 for the 

upconversion devices made from IPA-treated, as-prepared, and toluene-treated perovskites, 

respectively, indicating that TTA is most efficient in the IPA-treated upconversion device. A detailed 

discussion on the fitting method used to determine threshold intensities is included in the 

Supporting Information. The trend in upconversion efficiencies and threshold intensities among 
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these three devices suggests a positive correlation between upconversion performance and surface 

trap densities of perovskites, favoring a trap-assisted triplet sensitization mechanism.  

The effect of IPA treatment time on the upconversion brightness is also examined. As the 

treatment time increases from 30 s to 180 s, pinhole passivation and formation of more flakes on 

the perovskites are observed from SEM images (Figure S2), consistent with continuous PbI2 

formation that is shown by XRD patterns (Figure S3). However, the upconversion brightness of IPA-

treated devices (Figure S4, with the integrated brightness trend shown in the inset) exhibits a slightly 

different trend. The brightness reaches a maximum at a treatment time of 30 s and declines with 

further treatment, but it still remains superior to the device made from as-prepared perovskite. This 

trend further excludes PbI2 formation as a possible explanation for the upconversion enhancement 

observed in the IPA-treated devices. 

To understand the underlying physical reasons for the differences in upconversion 

performance, we measure the transient PL dynamics of the upconversion devices and the magnetic 

field effect of their upconverted PL. As the incident power increases, the PL dynamics of the 

perovskite-only film (Figure 4a) exhibit a reduced early-time quenching due to trap filling and a 

dominant long component that is accelerated due to the bimolecular nature of free carrier 

recombination. In upconversion devices, the bulk carrier recombination of perovskites is quenched 

due to hole transfer to the rubrene layer, as shown in Figure 4b. All three devices show significant 

quenching of the long-lifetime component at low fluences compared to the perovskite-only film. The 

quenching observed in the IPA-treated device is similar to that observed in the control devices while 

the quenching observed in the toluene-treated device is slightly less.  
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The perovskite PL dynamics in upconversion devices is also power-dependent, consistent 

with previous literatures on similar perovskite/Rub:DBP systems.[12,20,21,32] All three devices (Figure 

4c–e) present similar trends with less efficient PL quenching at higher incident power. This power 

dependence difference is likely due to both competition with bulk carrier recombination and charge 

accumulation at the perovskite/rubrene interface that can lead to triplet-charge annihilation (TCA). 

As the power increases, a larger triplet population is generated, increasing TCA and back-transfer 

from the Rub/DBP singlet to perovskite and resulting in less quenching of the long-lifetime 

component observed by transient PL measurements. TCA is an energy loss pathway in upconversion 

devices that results in triplet exciton dissociation back to charges and nonradiative triplet exciton 

loss, negatively affecting the upconversion performance. The presence of TCA can be identified from 

the magnetic field effect (MFE) of the upconverted PL by its positive dependence on magnetic field, 

which is distinct from the negative curve of TTA according to the model proposed by Merrifield et 

al.[33–35] The MFE magnitudes of the three upconversion devices are shown in Figure 4f and confirms 

the interplay between TTA and TCA. The MFE magnitude of the device is presented as the 

percentage change of upconverted PL under magnetic field. Although the magnitudes of MFE 

suggest an escalating competition between TCA and TTA in the IPA-treated device compared to the 

other two devices, the effect of TCA is not strong enough to overturn the upconversion brightness 

trend among the three devices. These observations further suggest that there is a higher triplet 

population in the IPA-treated device due to efficient triplet generation, which is consistent with the 

transient dynamics of the upconverted PL of the devices shown in Figure S5. 

The combination of power-dependent transient PL dynamics and MFE measurements 

strongly confirms sequential charge transfer as the dominant mechanism for triplet sensitization, in 
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which a hole transfers first from perovskite to rubrene and subsequently recombines with the 

residing electron at the interface to form a bound triplet exciton. The efficiency of this interfacial 

recombination is non-unity, however, leading to charge accumulation and TCA in the upconversion 

devices. The significantly enhanced upconversion brightness of the IPA-treated device cannot be 

completely explained by its trivial charge extraction difference compared to the control device. 

Instead, our results suggest that more triplets form in the IPA-treated device due to efficient 

interfacial recombination that is trap-assisted. Trap state- mediated triplet transfer has been 

previously demonstrated in several excitonic systems with NC sensitizers. [36–38] For example, CuInS2 

NCs, in which the photogenerated excitons are self-trapped due to hole localization to intragap Cu 

states, can efficiently transfer triplets to surface- anchored anthracene.[38] Formation of surface 

intermediate states is also reported in the triplet transfer from PbS NC to TIPS-pentacene molecules. 

[37] For charge-initiated triplet sensitization, one prerequisite for interfacial recombination is that the 

residing electron in the perovskite and the transferred hole in rubrene must be in close proximity 

due to the rather localized wavefunction of the triplet exciton. For materials with high carrier 

mobilities, such as perovskites, the carriers can rapidly diffuse away from the critical distance of 

triplet formation before they recombine. Shallow interfacial traps are able to slow carrier diffusion 

and localize carriers, thereby increasing the probability of interfacial recombination. Intuitively, 

interfacial traps act as a bridge for triplet sensitization, with higher trap density representing a wider 

bridge that allows for more triplet formation. 

In conclusion, we demonstrate sequential charge transfer and trap-assisted triplet 

sensitization at the interface of perovskite-sensitized TTA devices by mildly adjusting their interfacial 

properties of upconversion and analyzing their differences in upconversion performance, transient 
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PL dynamics, and magnetic field effect. Non-unity conversion of the transferred holes into triplets 

and consequent TCA between the triplets and residual charges are observed to negatively impact 

upconversion performance. Our observations can serve as a guide for the future design and 

optimization of solid-state upconversion devices using perovskites or other bulk semiconductors as 

sensitizer. Charge-initiated triplet sensitization in these devices is particularly sensitive to their 

interfacial structures. Therefore, fine-tuning the interfacial structure of these sensitizers without 

damaging their superior bulk properties is an inevitable step toward improving the upconversion 

efficiency of these devices. Further optimization of perovskite-sensitized upconversion in a bilayer 

device structure would require perovskites with long carrier lifetimes that allow carriers to 

effectively diffuse towards the interface before they recombine, and with a high density of surface 

traps that serve as interfacial recombination centers for improving the triplet formation efficiency 

toward unity. 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the perovskite-sensitized solid-state NIR-to-visible 

upconversion device. b) Absorption (solid lines) and normalized emission (dashed lines) spectra of 

MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 perovskite film and the bilayer upconversion device. A 700 nm shortpass filter was 

applied in collecting the upconverted PL to minimize laser scattering and residual perovskite signal at 

higher wavelengths. The inset is a photo of the device under 785 nm excitation. c) Band diagrams of 

MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 and rubrene doped with 1 wt.% DBP favoring hole transport from the VBM of the 

perovskite to the HOMO of rubrene. Electron transfer from the CBM of the perovskite to the LUMO 

of rubrene is energetically disallowed due to a ~ 1eV barrier, but a bound triplet exciton can be 

formed in rubrene. 
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Figure 2. a) As-prepared, IPA-treated, and toluene-treated MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 perovskite films exhibit 

identical emission spectra. b) Transient PL dynamics of MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 perovskite films remain 

unperturbed with IPA or toluene treatment. c–e) SEM images of the as-prepared, IPA-treated, and 

toluene-treated perovskite films, respectively. IPA treatment creates pinholes on the perovskite 

surface, as pointed with red arrows shown in panel d. f) GIXRD patterns of the perovskite films with 

different solvent treatments. # denotes the PbI2 diffraction peaks. g) 20  magnification on the 

vertical axis of XRD patterns reveals PbI2 formation in the IPA-treated perovskite. h) XPS spectra of 
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perovskites reveal different content of metallic Pb0 formation on the perovskite surface: IPA-treated 

> as-prepared > toluene-treated perovskites. i) NMR spectra of perovskite, MAI, FAI, and neat IPA-d8 

solvent (from top to bottom) demonstrate dissolution of MAI and FAI precursors during IPA 

treatment. 

 

 

Figure 3. a) The upconverted photoluminescence of the upconversion devices made with different 

solvent-treated perovskites, excited at 785 nm. b) Excitation fluence dependence of the upconverted 

PL of the bilayer devices, showing that the device made with IPA-treated perovskite is the most 

efficient and exhibits the lowest upconversion threshold among all three devices. The upconversion 

thresholds are denoted by dashed lines. The fitted slopes for the devices are: Control: 1.8 to 0.9; IPA: 

1.8 to 0.9; Toluene: 1.9 to 0.9. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of the device performance at different excitation powers. EQE: external quantum 

efficiency. UC: upconversion efficiency. The performance of toluene-treated device at low powers 

are not included because the upconversion brightness is too dim to be reliably measured with 

integrating sphere.   

 

 Control Device IPA-treated Device Toluene-treated Device 

Power 

[mW/cm2] 

Abs [%] EQE [%] UC [%] Abs [%] EQE [%] UC [%] Abs [%] EQE [%] UC [%] 
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2746 30.07 0.009 0.131 31.17 0.014 0.197 30.48 0.003 0.043 

953 31.00 0.013 0.184 31.50 0.021 0.293 30.29 0.005 0.072 

241 32.30 0.023 0.313 32.87 0.032 0.427 31.52 0.006 0.084 

184 29.84 0.022 0.324 31.44 0.032 0.447 - - - 

93.3 30.34 0.018 0.255 33.23 0.037 0.489 - - - 

 

Figure 4. a) Time-resolved PL dynamics of as-prepared perovskite film. b) Time-resolved PL dynamics 

of the perovskite emission from the MA0.15FA0.85PbI3 film (black) and the bilayer devices with 

different solvent-treated perovskites (colored) at 40 nW. c–e) Excitation fluence dependence of the 

quenched perovskite emission from the bilayer upconversion device with as-prepared, IPA-treated, 

and toluene-treated perovskites, respectively. f) Change of the upconverted PL of the perovskite and 

the devices with different solvent-treated perovskites under an applied magnetic field. The MFE 
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magnitude differences of the three devices reveal competition between two processes: triplet-triplet 

annihilation and triplet-charge annihilation. 

 

Experimental Section  

Sample Preparation: The details of the sample preparation are described in the Supporting 
Information. 

Characterizations: The details of all the measurements and the necessary theories are described in 
the Supporting Information. 

 

Supporting Information  

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the authors. 
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